CINCINNATI CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

www.ccocincinnati.org

Friday, 8/6, 8:00, Seasongood Pavilion Eden Park, 1600 Art Museum Drive, 45202, tickets. Eckert Preu, conductor; Sujari Britt, cello

• George Walker, Lyric for Strings
  https://youtu.be/1u50sDXXXu8

• Tchaikovsky, Variations on a Rococo Theme
  https://youtu.be/waRqn_7k62s

• Beethoven, Symphony No. 4
  https://youtu.be/RMzLZsoPDU4

Sujari Britt
https://youtu.be/mcsrcHYc4jA

Friday, 8/20, 8:00, Seasongood Pavilion Eden Park, 1600 Art Museum Drive, 45202, tickets. Eckert Preu, conductor; Caroline Goulding, violin

• Jessie Montgomery, Starburst
  https://youtu.be/1Ds_alrO_FA

• Reena Esmail, Teen Muti
  https://youtu.be/WeuJ_28EUYI

• Gabriella Smith, Brandenburg Interstices
  https://youtu.be/2U68W5PKM24

• Mozart, Violin Concerto No. 5, K. 219 (“Turkish”)
  https://youtu.be/vD3RpN-jmGY

Caroline Goulding
https://youtu.be/Z3rJI2E7RBk
CINCINNATI OPERA
www.cincinnatiopera.org
Saturday, 7/14 and Thursday, 7/29, Rossini, Barber of Seville, Summit Park, 8:30, tickets

- aria “Una voce poco fa”
  https://youtu.be/Yz2sBidVUUw

- overture
  https://youtu.be/a8Bf5w8PDnQ

- complete
  https://youtu.be/wov1StLocNE

CHAMBER MUSIC CINCINNATI
www.cincychamber.org
Sunday, 7/11, 4:00. Digital, free

- Brahms, Scherzo from Sonata for Violin and Piano, WoO 2. Ani Kavafian, violin; Gloria Chien, piano
  https://youtu.be/nhR36uGx4Xk

- Arno Babadjian, Piano Trio. Chien, Kavafian, and Mihai Marico, cello
  https://youtu.be/2qRgZZY2Dk0

- Dvorák, Piano Trio, Op. 65. Orien Weiss, piano; Kavafian; Carter Brey, cello

CINCINNATI POPS
www.cincinnatisymphony.org
Sunday, 7/4, 8:00, Riverbend. John Morris Russell, conductor; Annie Moses Band; Chris Kenney, baritone

BONUS
https://youtu.be/UIKfvWENCsw
synopsis

ACT I

Seville. Count Almaviva comes in disguise to the house of Doctor Bartolo and serenades Rosina, whom Bartolo keeps confined to the house. Figaro the barber, who knows all the town’s secrets and scandals, explains to Almaviva that Rosina is Bartolo’s ward, not his daughter, and that the doctor intends to marry her. Figaro devises a plan: the count will disguise himself as a drunken soldier with orders to be quartered at Bartolo’s house so that he may gain access to Rosina. Almaviva is excited and Figaro looks forward to a nice cash pay-off.

Rosina reflects on the voice that has enchanted her and resolves to use her considerable wiles to meet the man it belongs to—as Almaviva has led her to believe, a poor student named Lindoro. Bartolo appears with Rosina’s music master, Don Basilio. Basilio warns Bartolo that Count Almaviva, who has made known his admiration for Rosina, has been seen in Seville. Bartolo decides to marry Rosina immediately. Basilio suggests slander as the most effective means of getting rid of Almaviva. Figaro, who has overheard the plot, warns Rosina and promises to deliver a note from her to Lindoro. Bartolo suspects that Rosina has indeed written a letter, but she outwits him at every turn. Bartolo warns her not to trifle with him.

Almaviva arrives, creating a ruckus in his disguise as a drunken soldier, and secretly passes Rosina his own note. Bartolo is infuriated by the stranger’s behavior and noisily claims that he has an official exemption from billeting soldiers. Figaro announces that a crowd has gathered in the street, curious about the argument they hear coming from inside the house. The civil guard bursts in to arrest Almaviva, but when he secretly reveals his true identity to the captain he is instantly released. Everyone except Figaro is amazed by this turn of events.

ACT II

Bartolo suspects that the “soldier” was a spy planted by Almaviva. The count returns, this time disguised as Don Alonso, a music teacher and student of Don Basilio, to give Rosina her singing lesson in place of Basilio, who, he says, is ill at home. “Don Alonso” then tells Bartolo that when visiting Almaviva at his inn, he found a letter from Rosina. He offers to tell her that it was given to him by another woman, seemingly to prove that Lindoro is toying with Rosina on Almaviva’s behalf. This convinces Bartolo that “Don Alonso” is indeed a student of the scheming Basilio, and he allows him to give Rosina her lesson. With Bartolo dozing off, Almaviva and Rosina declare their love.

Figaro arrives to give Bartolo his shave and manages to snatch the key that opens the doors to Rosina’s balcony. Suddenly Basilio shows up looking perfectly healthy. Almaviva, Rosina, and Figaro convince him with a quick bribe that he is in fact ill and must go home at once. While Bartolo gets his shave, Almaviva plots with Rosina to meet at her balcony that night so that they can elope. But the doctor overhears them and realizing he has been tricked again, flies into a rage. Everyone disperses.
The maid Berta comments on the crazy household. Bartolo summons Basilio, telling him to bring a notary so Bartolo can marry Rosina that very night. Bartolo then shows Rosina her letter to Lindoro, as proof that he is in league with Almaviva. Heartbroken and convinced that she has been deceived, Rosina agrees to marry Bartolo. A thunderstorm passes. Figaro and the count climb a ladder to Rosina’s balcony and let themselves in with the key. Rosina appears and confronts Lindoro, who finally reveals his true identity as Almaviva. Basilio shows up with the notary. Bribed and threatened, he agrees to be a witness to the marriage of Rosina and Almaviva. Bartolo arrives with soldiers, but it is too late. He accepts that he has been beaten, and Figaro, Rosina, and the count celebrate their good fortune.
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